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Whether you are looking for a new craft to sink your teeth into, or are an earring designer looking for
new inspiration, â€œJewellery Making: 33 Tips and Tricks For Making Unique Earringsâ€• is the
perfect guide to getting your creative juices flowing.Using simple language and plenty of imagery,
this book features 33 tips and tricks that will set at-home crafters on the right path to:Designing an
earring to suit any face shapePicking the best tools and materials for the jobChoosing the right
colour combinations to suit skin tonesUnderstanding meanings and symbols for culturally or
spiritually inspired piecesSelecting power-crystals to create harmonyCreating a drop
earringCreating a chandelier earringCreating a stud earringCreating an interchangeable hoop
earringCreating a cuff earringsCreating an intricate Peruvian String Art earringSelling their wares to
make a profitKeeping their customers happy and healthyWith references to materials and tools
available at most craft stores, bespoke earring design has never been easier!Featuring step-by-step
instructions and plenty of reference images, Jewellery Making: 33 Tips and Tricks For Making
Unique Earrings is a must-have guide for jewellers and designers everywhere.Getting Your FREE
BonusDownload this book, and find "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter right after the introduction or
after the conclusion.Download your copy of "33 Tips and Advices For Making Unique Earrings" by
scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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Lots of good ideas in this book. More for beginners than those who are already making
jewelry.Directions appear to be good and there are illustrations which help. I would like a bit more
ofthe book but what is there is good.Rewritten 04/11/16I received this book free in exchange for my
honest review.

Very useful. Could use some more pictures with the descriptions of how to make the earrings. The
spelling on the cover is wrong "Advices" should only be Advice. Otherwise, a lot of good information
.

Once again, this is a very good book for beginner beaders, although I did pick up a couple of hints
that I found useful and I am a more experienced beader. Language is easy to understand and the
projects are suitable for the level of beader.

In exchange for an honest review , I received a digital download of this book for free.I love making
earrings! I am not an expert by no means and would consider myself a novice. I started out by
buying a few essentials for making the earrings and attempted to learn things on my own as I went
along. With that being said , I absolutely enjoyed this book. It is perfect for the beginner. The first
chapter is about getting started. It explains the proper tools you need to get started. Pictures of the
tools are also given in order for the reader to have a better understanding. Next the book explains
materials and what to use and what not to use. Things like silver and gold and what works and how
to tell what is what. I liked this chapter because it helps you figure out what beads and materials are
good for what occassion. I never knew face shapes had any influence on the earings you make for
yourself or someone else. Color wheels help you determine what colors are best to use together
and for what occassion. I know I will use the first few chapters as a wonderful reference to look back
on. Chaperter 4 starts the begining of how to make earings. Each page is filled with pictures and
explainations of the process. The instructions seem very clear to understand. I have not made any
as of yet but can not wait to get started. I had no idea how to make many of the earings ie. Peruvian
earings. I would recommend this book to any beginner. I am an expert by no means but feel this
book will help anyone get started. I am glad I am able to add this book to my collection. The tips are

great. If not making for yourself you can even get some ideas on selling your earings from this book.
Though I wont be selling.. The tips are there for you.

All pictures are in black & white. Color wheels, color charts, beads, earrings, etc. are all in b&w.
How ridiculous! It's a short, small booklet (only 84 pp), which is fine, but the font is large and the text
is widely spaced throughout, wish many large useless b&w pictures. So, don't expect 84 pp worth of
information. This booklet is a real rip-off!

Ever thought about making earrings? In this book the author shares both in words and pictures how
to: get started, get the right design, choose the right beads and charms, how to make the earrings,
what tools you should have, choosing the right materials for your earring design, how where the
earrings are to be worn should affect your choice of designs to make, the shape of the earrings that
are best for various face shapes, which color combinations of beads work together (I found this to
be very interesting), picking designs to match the wearerâ€™s skin tones, understanding the uses of
symbolism in the earrings you make, how to sell what you make and good information on keeping
the ears healthy. The last chapter is a great inclusion since the earring for pierced ears can be a
source of infection unless one is aware of how to avoid infections. The weight of earrings has to be
considered to avoid damaging earlobes.The book is well written, organized, has pictures that I found
helpful for tools, beads, etc. After reading this book I want to get my 2 teenage grand daughters
interested in making earrings for personal use, gifts and to earn some extra money from making and
selling all types of earrings for their friends and family. Needless to say, I really like this book and I
know the girls will too.I received a free copy of this book for reading it and doing an honest review.

This is a very comprehensive intro in 6 chapters, 85 pages. The information can be considered for
other jewelry besides earrings. Covers tools, materials, silver & gold purity and what the numbers
mean, wire gauge, weight,& skin sensitivities. Design considerations are face shape,wearer's
profession, beads & charms, color (color wheels provided & explained), skin tone, cultural
considerations, period styles, zodiac colors & minerals, symbolism, & healing crystals. There are
projects with photos and a diagram of different styles of earrings. Advice is also given for selling,
marketing, and the presentation of earrings. A very good intro to making earrings and a good
reference of considerations for other jewelry.

I love to craft and I love to make jewelry. this book gives you 33 fun and easy tips to help you with

your unique designs in earrings for yourself and for gift giving.This book gives you insights for what
types of earrings you might decide to make and what beads or stones you might want to use, as
well as step by step instructions from starting with the tools you need and the ways to finish them up
for a neat and professional looking pair if ear rings.I like that it also helps you with what earring type
looks best with your facial structures, like round faces or oval faces and what earring will enhance
your best features!I think the use of the color wheel to help pick colors that co ordinate and enhance
your skin was also very helpful.I got this book free in exchange form my honest review.
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